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OLU CAMPBELL

Date of birth: 03/16/1990
Hawaiian ancestry
J.B. Kaohi
Joseph Kalua Kaohi Emalia Haina
Solomon Sr. Campbell

Helen Aiona

Solomon Jr. Campbell

Caroline Mederos

Bruce K. Campbell

Jean Wong

'O Wau
Educational background
Kamehameha School - 2008
UH at Mānoa - 2012 (BA in Biology & certificate in 'Ōlelo Hawai'i)
William S. Richardson School of Law - 2015 (Certificates in Native Hawaiian Rights &
Environmental Law)
Employment history
Law Clerk - Second Judicial Circuit
Policy Intern - Office of Hawaiian Affairs
Research Associate - Environmental Law Program
Legal Intern - DLNR
Extern - Nat. Haw. Legal Defense and Education Fund
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Criminal record
None
Personal statement
Welina mai me ke aloha. My name is 'Olu Campbell and I was born and raised in Kaimuki,
O'ahu. First, mahalo nui to all those who have braved the tribulations of political battle to
bring our community to this mile-stone for self-determination. Through your sacrifice we are
able to look toward the future with hope of a better Hawai'i. This 'Aha is a doorway to that
future. It will not only provide a forum of aloha for productive conversation, but a support
system for focused action. I hope this 'Aha will allow leaders in our community an
opportunity to listen to experts in relevant fields, and to the testimony of our experienced
community members, to best negotiate the positives and negatives of various forms of selfdetermination. It is my further hope that this 'Aha will provide a roadmap, outlining the next
steps in this political process and identifying topics in which more research is needed to
make more informed decisions. The path ahead of us will be no easier than that overcome
by our kupuna to place us in this critical moment of Hawaiian history. We will succeed,
however, by adhering to the kuleana that we all have to participate in this process in lōkahi
and with aloha.
The delegate candidate represent these 10 people are eligible voters who have
nominated them : NUUHIWA, POHAIKAUILANI A
CAMPBELL, BERNADINE KUULEI
PARIS, ANTHONY MELVIN MAKANA
KAAIHUE, MATTHEW KEALIIOKAMALU
NAKOA, KEONE JOHN
RAWLINS-FERNANDEZ, KEANI NALIKOLEI WALLACE
GOMES, TYLER IOKEPA
MACADANGDANG-DOANE, JOCELYN LEIALOHA
NUUHIWA, MAXINE A.
OKA, JEFFREY MICHAEL KEONI
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RENEE-MAY FILIMOEATU

Date of birth: 1947-07-04
Hawaiian ancestry
NA OHANA O KAUAUA
Educational background
BACHELORS BUS ADM
Employment history
HVB
BUSN OWNER
911 EMERGENCY DISPATCH SUPERVISOR, MAUI COUNTY
Criminal record
NONE
Personal statement
THE KULEANA OF A DELEGATE IS PIVOTAL TO OUR PEOPLE'S SELF SUFFICIENCY, SELF
SUSTAINABILITY AND SELF DETERMINATION.
The delegate candidate represent these 10 people are eligible voters who have
nominated them : FILIMOEATU,PONO
FEITEIRA, BLOSSOM
KAMA, NATALIE
KAMA, DAVID SR
FEITEIRA,PATRICK
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SILVA, EVELYN
AIWOHI, OLINDA
AIWOHI, JARED
KAPAKU, MONA
ENGLIGH, KALANI J
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KANIELA ING

Date of birth: 1988-12-24
Hawaiian ancestry
I come from the Kahuna‘āina ‘ohana, expert kapa and canoe makers from Kona, and the
Kikina ‘ohana from Hana, Maui. My tutus Lapauila & Kealohapa signed the Kū'ē petition in
1897.
Educational background
American Univ., D.C. —Master’s coursework in native law and policy; University of Hawai'i
at Mānoa—Bachelor in Psychology, Political Science Minor; Kamehameha Schools Maui
Campus—Music endorsement.
Employment history
I have served in the State House of Representatives for South Maui since 2012. I am
currently the Chair of Ocean and Hawaiian Affairs. Previously. I worked for various
businesses and non-profits.
Criminal record
None.
Personal statement
I have always read and listened to my kupuna to learn about my history. Not just to
translate past lessons to our modern world, but also to recognize the sacrifices that were
made for us so that we can better understand the sacrifices we must make today.

Throughout my life, I have learn as much as I can from my kupuna, and all who came
before me, I always remember one thing: we did not inherit this ‘āina from our forbearers,
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rather, we borrow it from our grandchildren. This is why it is vital that Hawaiians seize
power where we can.

From legalizing fishpond restoration and traditional burials, to mandating native landscaping
and Hawaiian rights training for states board members, to protecting Kaho‘olawe and our
homesteads, I have been working hard to better the lives of our people in my role as a
leader in our State. But too many times, I stand alone in votes to protect our ‘iwi kupuna,
rights of cultural practice, and demilitarization.

Whether it’s in the form of independence, federal recognition, or something entirely novel,
the time for self-determination is now. I seek to be a voice of reason, na‘au pono, fairness,
and love for our people, and I humbly ask for your vote.
The delegate candidate represent these 10 people are eligible voters who have
nominated them : Ing, Matthew K
Lewis, Joseph Kuhio
Kiaaina, Esther
Keohokalole, Jarrett Kapolialoha Ta'uhere
SKAGGS, RICHARD DEAN KALEO OPONO
SKAGGS, RYAN DEAN NEHOA
NAVARRO, CHAD K
KAUANOE, DEREK HOOHAUOLI
Atay, Alika
WONG, STERLING KINI
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BRONSON KAAHUI

Date of birth: 1985-07-26
Hawaiian ancestry
I'm Hawaiian, that's never been something I've had to prove and I'm not playing the "who
is the most Hawaiian" contest.
Educational background
My educational background is that I am willing to debate any person at any time on any
topic in front of any audience.
Employment history
Self-Employed
Criminal record
Wanted by the NSA, FBI, CIA, and all the alphabet agencies of the American Empire.
Personal statement
Don't listen to any BS coming from any "delegate" or "candidate." Force the debate and
force them to answer questions. No exceptions.
The delegate candidate represent these 10 people are eligible voters who have
nominated them : Alan Yim
Christy Kajiwara Gusman
Jaylicia Kananimauloa Patricio
Robert Fernandez
Jennie Kaahui
Brittany Kaahui
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Edward Kaahui Jr
Edward Kaahui Sr
Chris Kaahui
Naomi Mokihana Kaahui
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EDWARD KAAHUI

Date of birth: 1940-10-27
Hawaiian ancestry
Hawaiian
Educational background
Kamehameha School For Boys 1958
Maui Community College 1973
Employment history
Retired

Personal statement
I believe the time has finally arrived for the Kanaka Maoli to take control of our destiny.
Our young people have been educated and are beginning to assert themselves in every
aspect of our community. The Kupunas are still here to provide strength, wisdom and
courage for our future leaders. I would like to contribute my wisdom, knowledge, and
experience in the establishment or re-establishment of our Hawaiian Kingdom Nation. I am
presently not affiliated with any sovereignty groups or organization.
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The delegate candidate represent these 10 people are eligible voters who have
nominated them : Cornelia Applegate
Haku Applegate
Melissa M. Smith
Louise Kaulu Smith
Adeline Kamaile Rodrigues
Christopher-John Kaahui
Brittany Kaahui
Jeremy Wesley Mangus
Ashley Lanakila Slater
Naomi Mokihana Kaahui
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GEORGE KAHO'OHANOHANO

Date of birth: February 16, 1950
Hawaiian ancestry
Hawaiian ancestry that was traced back to Piilani. I have had my son Francis L.
Kaho'ohanohano attend and graduate from Kamehameha Schools Kapalama Campus.
Educational background
Graduate of St. Anthony High School on Maui, Attended the University of Hawai'i, Manoa in
1968 thru 1970 - Until my father was called to active duty in Vietnam
Employment history
28 plus years at a Police Officer in Maui County - Retired as a Police Captain in 1999. 16
plus years as a Business Agent for S.H.O.P.O. working with contracts and representing
police officers
Criminal record
No Criminal Record
Personal statement
I strongly believe that the Hawaiian people should be self governed and that we should be
looking at a starting point going back to the last constitution that we had as a kingdom and
using that as a guide and reference moving forward from the perspective that the Kingdom
still exist and that we need to protect what we have (land especially) along with the other
items of life (Ocean to mention only two) I also believe that our Kapuna led the way with a
constitutional set up with the election of our last King and that we should follow this
example for the formation of our government.
The delegate candidate represent these 10 people are eligible voters who have
nominated them : Elaine Leolani Kahoohanohano-Schultz
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Eugene Anthony Kahoohanohano
Michael Patrick Kahoohanohano
Jarrett Keoki Kahoohanohano
David E. Kahoohanohano
Karl Kalani Kahoohanohano
Suzette K. Kahoohanohano
Dwight Damien Kahoohanohano
Frank Keneth Kahoohanohano
Glenn Kahoohanohano
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NATALIE KAMA

Date of birth: 1952-08-14
Hawaiian ancestry
Parents Clarence & Ruth Lei Kamai have 75% Hawaiian blood. I have 75% Hawaiian blood
and am a lessee with the Department of Hawaiian Home Lands. I also am a registered
voter in the OHA elections.
Educational background
I have an AS degree from the UH Maui College. I was a member of the Hawaiian
Sovereignty Advisory Council and Hawaiian Sovereignty Elections Council 1993-1996
representing homestead associations.
Employment history
Senior Pastor of the Christian Ministry Church 1987-present.
Currently employed by Faith Action for Community Equity as the Lead Organizer of faith
based institutions who are members of FACE..
Criminal record
No Record
Personal statement
I believe that delegates elected to such a position must be passionate about justice. They
must be able to see that this process is about undoing the "wrong" that put our people in
the state of despair we are in today. The losses our people have suffered are too numerous
to identify but a few are loss of land, culture, art, identity, language. Pride, and division
etc., Etc. Delegates are the representative voice of ALL the people irregardless if the
constituent voted for the delegate or not. All sides of the issue must be looked at, much
research needs to be done, civility needs to be incorporated, respect of others' ideas and
the best interest of the people needs to be the determining factor. Delegates need to look
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deep, far and wide and high, to make the decisions that will bring no harm to our people,
nor diminish any of our vested rights. Delegates need to be committed to the process
which they themselves will determine at the very first gathering. Delegates will need to hear
& listen twice as much than speak. The electorate must consider electing someone who is
trustworthy, honest, has integrity, real true grit and not easily compromised. Our future
depends of us.
The delegate candidate represent these 10 people are eligible voters who have
nominated them : David Kama Jr
David Kama Sr
Davilene Kama
Renee Kehaulani Filimoeatu
Blossom Feitera
Pono Filimoeatu
Ikaika Filimoeatu
Viliami Filimoeatu
Daverry Kama
Jeremiah Nathanael Ioane Kama
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CAROL LEE KAMEKONA

Date of birth: 8/14/1957
Hawaiian ancestry
My dad was full blooded Hawaiian. My mom is Hawaiian/Chinese.
Educational background
Graduated 1975 from Immaculate Conception Academy High School in San Francisco,
California. Took classes at Chaminade University, San Francisco City College and Contra
Costa County Community College.
Employment history
United States Navy 1976-1980; United States Naval Reserves 1980-1996; TWA/American
Airlines 1990-2002; TSA Maui 2002-2005; Bradley Pacific Aviation 2005-2013.
Criminal record
n/a
Personal statement
With hopes of developing a form of independence that ensures the perpetuation of Hawaiian
values of Ohana, Aloha Kekahi I Kekahi and Malama 'Aina. I come to the table with an open
mind but a heavy heart. My intentions are pure, unselfish and unwavering.
I support our Kia'i Mauna and the 'Aha Moku System. I support Prince Jonah Kuhio's vision
of self-sufficiency and self-determination of native Hawaiians.
I despise the unregulated spraying of harmful pesticides as it affects our ecosystem. I
detest the exorbitant cost of living that has caused our people to flee their homeland in
pursuit of affordable housing. I disapprove of the selling, leasing or transferring of our lands
to outside entities (individual or nation) with no direct benefit to our people.
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I promise to listen to anyone with a positive resolution to the obstacles affecting our Lahui. I
pledge to pursue the rights and benefits be restored to our people.
Therefore, with the utmost of humility, I ask for the support of all Kanaka Maoli who believe
the time has come for us as a Lahui to come together, all differences aside, for the
betterment of our people.
HE HAWAI'I 'AU!
The delegate candidate represent these 10 people are eligible voters who have
nominated them : Jonah Ke'eaumoku Kapu
Kahilihiwa K K K Kipapa
Shaun Michael Averill
Thelma Kamekona
Crystal Lynn Kuuipolani Rawle
Gwendolyn Ewalani Shim
Blossom Puanani Feiteira
Jonnette Gayle Santos
Shirley Ann Paahana Lake
Donna Dean Sterling
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ROBERT LUUWAI

Date of birth: Puunene,Maui
Hawaiian ancestry
Hawaiian and English
Educational background
St. Anthony High School, 2 Years College
Employment history
51 Years as an Electronic Technician for the Federal Aviation Administration, 2 Years, Pearl
Harbor Ship Yard as a Electronic Technician
Criminal record
none
Personal statement
Hawaiians should have the ability to determine their own destiny
The delegate candidate represent these 10 people are eligible voters who have
nominated them : Emmitt Aluli
Davianna McGregor
Mike Naho'opi'i
Colette Y. Machado
Haunani Apoliona
Carmen Hulu Lindsey
Boyd Mossman
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John D. Waiheʻe IV
Robert Kalei Luuwai
John Kalehua Luuwai
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SHAROLEE NAEOLE

Date of birth: 1989-09-17
Hawaiian ancestry
The Kia Naeole, the Kana'e
Educational background
Kihei elementary school
William e Orr middle school
Valley high school
Employment history
Circus circus adventuredome from 2009-2010
Excalibur hotel 2008-2010
Mana Kai 2011-2012
Maui job corp -2012-2013
Minit stop 2013-2014
Kmart 2014-2015
Target 2015-2015
Burger King 2015 a current
Criminal record
None
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Personal statement
I have my resume saved on file on my laptop which it is currently being fix right now. My
opening statement is this I am a hard working Hawaiian who does nothing to make the best
for my me and family I am a devoted
Soon to be wife and devoted to keeping the kuliana of which has been set upon me . If
chosen I will do whatever I can to make sure I am doing what the people, my government,
my country and my family wants of me. Thank you
The delegate candidate represent these 10 people are eligible voters who have
nominated them : Gwendolyn Anne kalilani Naeole
Kuulei derego
Kaliko Naeole
Amy vargas
Daniel Vargas
Micheal kaniho
Clifford leohanu Naeole
Esther auwela naeole
Herman kalani naeole
Kalei Marie Naeole
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SARAH NAKIHEI

Date of birth: 1964-02-02
Hawaiian ancestry
I am on the Hawaiian Homes List. My mother was Abigail Luka Hassan and my father was
Wilford Kim Wong.
Educational background
I have some college at Maui community College. I Have been a Hawaiian activist since the
1990.
Employment history
I have worked in the substance abuse and homeless field on Maui since 1990. I am a
plumeria farmer for the last 2 years.
Criminal record
I have 2 promotion of pakalolo recorded on Molokai and maui.
Personal statement
I have been a strong advocate for a nation within a nation since the 1990 it is an honor and
a privilege if I am elected. If not elected I will be able to watch this process finally go
through. I am married to a wonderful and awesome Hawaiian man Abner Nakihei. We have
3 wonderful children, Nawaa,Noe and Bulla, we have 2 of the most awesome daughter and
son in laws Joanna Nakihei and Brandon Asuega-Stark and 4 beautiful Moopuna Laa, Loea,
Kawailehua and Lawai'a. I love my life here on Maui.
The delegate candidate represent these 10 people are eligible voters who have
nominated them : Patricia Nishiyama
Abner Nakihei
Abner Nakiheijr
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Ashley Asuega-Stark
Andrew Nakihei
Yvette nakihei
Manono Rapanot
Maile Hayashida
Fredrick Smith
Heidi Hudson
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STANLEY ORNELLAS

Date of birth: 1955-11-13
Hawaiian ancestry
Quantum: 42% approx
Son of Mabel Ayau, grandson of Eva Haleakala and Wallace Ayau. Eva was pure Hawaiian,
Wallace was mostly Hawaiian.
Educational background
MBA, University of Hawaii
Employment history
Current: Self, offering Business Consulting, Bookkeeping, Accounting, and Finance.
Former Controller in the Ski Industry, and Hotel industry, worldwide
Criminal record
none (I hope this is OK)
Personal statement
Self Determination is a key in the development of pride in who we are.
The delegate candidate represent these 10 people are eligible voters who have
nominated them : Patrick Kaeo Ornellas
Margene Hokuloaolani Ornellas
Uluwehi Manaalani Ornellas
Nathan Kamikiala Ornellas
Kaleikaumaka Nathan Ornellas
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Tera Kela Hinchman
Melissa Noelani Hinchman
Evelyn Joan Ornellas-Hinchman
Bernadette Luwana Ornellas Davidson
Michael Kanani Davidson
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SCOTT PARKER

Date of birth: March 7, 1974
Hawaiian ancestry
Cummings
Dutro
Waiau
Wilson
Educational background
Bachelors of Education in Education, UH Manoa, 1998
Masters of Education in Educational Admin., UH Manoa, 2004
Doctor of Education in Educational Leadership, University of Southern California, 2014
Employment history
Kamehameha Schools Kapalama, High School Vice Principal, 2014 - Present
Jefferson Elementary School, Principal, 2010-2014
Hawaii Air National Guard, 204th Airlift Squadron, 1991 - Present
Criminal record
No criminal record
Personal statement
Hawaiians have always been a very visionary people. In tune with nature and the world
around them, we have been able to thrive and prosper in spite of many trials and
tribulations. Through all of that however, we have remained humble and steadfast.
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Participating in a process that sets the groundwork for Hawaiian self-governance stands to
be the most significant and radical activity Hawaiians have been involved in since the
renaissance of the 1970’s.
I stand united with my brothers and sisters to ensure that the legacy of our kupuna lives on.
The delegate candidate represent these 10 people are eligible voters who have
nominated them : NOVIKOFF, ELEU DESHA BEAMER MAGOON
NOVIKOFF, AUKELE ALEXANDER A. M
HOOPAI, WALTER KAUNOA
HILL, AILEEN KAMAKA
PARK, JAMIE-LOU LEIMOMI
TANIGAWA, ANELA UILANI R. F.
PARKER, DEBORAH IWALANI KALEIKINI
PARKER, DEANNA KEALAKAHINANO'OPUNA KALEIKINI
KANUHA, THEONE KEAHI PAIVA
KALI, PETER KALUANANA JR
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JUSTIN ROMAN

Date of birth: 1987-10-23
Hawaiian ancestry
Kekaulike Kekuhaupio Kahulaokalaniopu Kaleiokalani Kumukoa Luahiwa Kalola-a-Kumukoa
Meeau Kania kanaina Kaumu Kamehamaeha Kahekili
Educational background
GED Maui school for adults
UH Maui campus Hawaiian study's liberal arts first year.
Employment history
Worked at Family owned company Accurate fencing company 2006-2015
Also Maui disposal Migrant wailea as a dishwasher numerous construction jobs
Currently working part time at tri isle Maui
Criminal record
One assault in the second degree
One assault in the third degree

Personal statement
Grew up in Happy Valley Wailuku Maui I am of Bailey an Bal Macomber an Rose lineage
Families living in the time of the Hawaiian Kingdom an for the Hawaiian Kingdom Eugene
Bal started the Royal order of Kamehamaeha for Waikapu my family has never left life was
hard and some how along the road my tutu ended up in the low income housing where I
grew up I was always a good kid but it got hard an I lost faith in righteousness as I got
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older life became clear in my heart was always love of Aina an Ohana which kept me
grounded and I've learned a lot in this life I was given an now I have the chance to restore
the honor to our lands an people not that it all lost but needs rejuvenation I know what
needs to be done from the adjudication of our people to the way we use water I have ideas
for all aspects of Governance who better to perpetuate our Nations righteousness then from
someone who is deeply rooted in the Aina an with people Hawaiian an none Hawaiian please
vote for me Justin Keali'i Roman for Maui delegate Mahalo Sincerely Keali'i Roman
The delegate candidate represent these 10 people are eligible voters who have
nominated them : Thomas Makaena Kaleohano 111
Brittany Marie Makaena
Isaiah Makaena KTC
Genevieve Bal
Mark Kealohaokalnai Han
Tyson Hoopii
George Hoopii
Moses Lyle Kahae
Brandon Makaawaawa Ikaika
Kalai Reed Watson
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KEOKI SOUSA

Date of birth: 1942-10-24
Hawaiian ancestry
Birth Certificate: George Nicholas Sousa, Jr., October 24, 1942, Portuguese-Hawaiian.
Mo‘okū‘auhau: available upon request.
Educational background
San Jose State University, B.A., 1966
Stanford University, School of Education, 1968 - 1972
Employment history
'A'ali'i Weddings and Blessings, 2004 - Present
Friends of Moku'ula, Inc, 1992 - Present
Pacific Islands Institute, 1995 - Present
Sousa & Associates, management consulting, 1968 - Present
Criminal record
N/A
Personal statement
I am Hawaiian subject/Hawaiian National following the legacy of my kupuna kahiko to
preserve,and perpetuate our culture through 'olelo ( language), cultural practices including
mo'olelo (history), healing (i.e., la'au lapa'au, lomilomi and ho'oponopono) and the
restoration of our government (Aupuni).
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We possess all the natural and human resources needed to effect a paradigm shift to
abundance and prosperity as an independent nation. It will take compassion and
understanding of the wisdom and values of our kupuna kahiko (I ka wa mamua) as well as
a clear vision and dedication to provide selfless leadership for all the people of Hawai’i (I ka
wa mamua).

I am compelled by my kupuna to make a selfless commitment to contribute my knowledge,
experience and wisdom to join with other leaders to restore our Hawaiian nation as the best
path forward for the benefit of our children and grandchildren.

The delegate candidate represent these 10 people are eligible voters who have
nominated them : Wilmont Kamaunu Kahaialii
Thelma Shimaoka
Keeaumok Kapu
Rosemary Ellen Bailey
Patricia Nishiyama
Edward Kimo Wendt
Maxine Mahie Sousa
Vance Gregory Sousa
Elena Lisa Sousa
Henry Polohau Kahula, Jr.
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DONNA STERLING

Date of birth: 1949-03-29
Hawaiian ancestry
Hawaiian, Irish, German, English, Scotch
Educational background
Kamehameha School Graduated 1967
UXOTech One Texas A & M
Founder President Helekunihi Cultural Foundation native Plant Restoration non Profit at
Kahikinui Maui family Royal Patent 119 acres

Employment history
Maui memorial hospital clerk steno credentials 1992-1998
Kahoolawe ordnance cleanup 5 years
Currently founder/pres non profit family Royal patent 119 acres native Hawaiian plant
restoration Kahikinui

Criminal record
None
Personal statement
Bring forth my passion for the future of the Hawaiians
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The delegate candidate represent these 10 people are eligible voters who have
nominated them : Emily R Brandl
George Henry Van Vieson
Virginia Kealoha Nary
Timmy Leong
Carol Lee Kamekona
Wayne Hoolae Sterling
Raeanne Cobb-Adams
Roxanne Pualeilanialii Cobb-Adams
Clifford Philip Kapono
Glennie Gayle Adams
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